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3 functions in 1 product: activity center, baby walker and rocker
Ultra-light, it has 6 shockproof edges and it is an interactive activity center thanks to 14 funny toys to stimulate the baby.

The seat rotates 360 degrees and it has 3 height adjustments.

Seat padding is machine washable and the activity center runs on two AA batteries (not included)

Homologation
Complies with EN 1273. 
Age group: from 6 to 12 months approx

Activity centre function thanks
to the foldable feet Rocking function

Baby walker function with three
possible heights

Ladybird which 
can be handled 

by the baby. 
It spins around

Relief texture flowers 
to stimulate the

baby’s tactile approach

On the control panel,
a funny spinning compass
contains a nice dragonfly
and some coloured balls and 
Toy-mirror jingle when rotating

Toy-mirror

Button allowing
a 360 degree

rotation of the seat

Funny little worm
with folding body

to be squeezed

Toy-mirror flower, in soft
candlewick, with squeezies

in its petals and
2 leaves at the base

Sounding button for
modifying the melodies

of the 5 musical keys
on the control panel

5 key player piano
for playing 5 merry

musical notes

Magic button
for turning each

single musical note into
various melodies

Cable microphone
for letting the baby

simulate singing, so as
to favour a playful and
spontaneous approach

with music

Soft candlewick-fabric bunny
with squeezy ears and a supporting
plastic stem for swinging it

Plastic circuit with 4 rotating
characters in various shapes
to stimulate the baby’s
visual and tactile ability

Manual
bee-roundabout,
in glossy and coloured
plastic, with relief
textures on its wings,
to stimulate the baby’s
tactile approach.
It spins around,
emitting a nice jingle,
thanks to the rattles
it contains

Relief texture flowers
to stimulate the
baby’s tactile approach

Details that make the difference

Item 551 

Pink
Item 551 - Col. 168

Multicolor
Item 551 - Col. 345

The seat rotates 360 degrees so as to allow the baby to reach for the toys surrounding him

New
color

6m+

76 77


